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Abstract

We describe a novelDrosophilatranscription unit, located in chromosome region 60A. It encodes a zinc finger protein that is expressed
in distinct spatial and temporal patterns during embryogenesis. Its initial expression occurs in a stripe at the anterior and the posterior trunk
boundary, respectively. The two stripes are activated and spatially controlled by gap-gene activities. The P-element of the enhancer trap line
l(2)02970is inserted in the 5′-region of the transcript and causes aken and barbie(ken) phenotype, associated with malformation of male
genital structures. 1998 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved
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The reporter gene expression of the P-element enhancer
trap linel(2)02970(Karpen and Spradling, 1992) is defined
by two stripes during blastoderm stage (not shown). This
suggests that it is regulated by the cis-acting elements of a
corresponding endogenous gene. The cloning of this puta-
tive gene was initiated by plasmid rescue experiments (Wil-
son et al., 1989) resulting in genomic DNA fragments
flanking the P-element integration. They were used to con-
duct a chromosomal walk and to characterize the nearby
transcription unit by cDNA and Northern blot analysis.
The coding capacity of the 2970-transcription unit was
determined by sequencing of three overlapping cDNAs
and corresponding portions of the genomic DNA. The tran-
script contains three exons and the combined cDNAs add up
to 2.8 kb (Fig. 1A) matching nearly the size of the 3.2 kb
long embryonic poly(A)+ RNA detected by Northern blot
analysis (not shown). The 2970-transcript contains a single
1803 bp open reading frame that codes for a putative 601
amino acid protein characterized by three diagnostic C2H2
zinc finger motifs (Fig. 1A; Miller et al., 1985). Two zinc
finger motifs are connected by the evolutionarily conserved

‘H/C-link’ motif (Schuh et al., 1986), the third zinc finger is
separated by 17 amino acids from the others (Fig. 1A). Zinc
finger motifs define a distinct class of nucleic acid binding
proteins (El-Baradi and Pieler, 1991) suggesting that the
2970-protein acts as a DNA and/or RNA binding protein.

To visualize 2970-transcript expression during embryo-
genesis we performed in situ hybridizations on whole-
mount embryos using antisense 2970-RNA probes. Tran-
scripts were first detected at the beginning of cellular blas-
toderm (early stage 5; stages according to Campos-Ortega
and Hartenstein, 1985) forming two circumferential rings
around the embryo which cover three cell rows at 64%
(anterior domain; AD) and 17% (posterior domain; PD) of
egg length, respectively (Fig. 1B). At the end of stage 5, the
transcripts cover the first and seventh stripe domain of the
pair-rule genefushi tarazu(Fig. 1C,D) marking paraseg-
ment 2 (posterior maxillary and anterior labial segment)
and parasegments 14 and 15 (posterior abdominal segment
8 to anterior abdominal segment 10), respectively (Lawr-
ence and Johnston, 1989). The AD fades away during gas-
trulation (stages 6–8) whereas the PD persists until the end
of embryogenesis in the posterior spiracles (Fig. 1E,F).
2970-transcript expression is also found at stage 16 in the
foregut, the proventriculus, the dorsal pouch, the hindgut
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and the anal pads (Fig. 1F). Weak 2970-expression is detect-
able in the tracheal system and segmentally repeated epi-
dermal stripes (Fig. 1G).

The initial expression domains at blastoderm stage sug-
gest that the 2970-transcript is controlled by maternal and
segmentation gene activities. The AD depends on the gene
bicoid (bcd), the key component of the anterior organizer
system (Frohnho¨fer and Nüsslein-Volhard, 1986), as shown
by its absence in embryos from homozygousbcd females
(not shown). In embryos from females that contain multiple
bcd gene copies (Driever and Nu¨sslein-Volhard, 1988) the
AD is shifted posteriorly to 55% instead of 64% of egg
length (compare Fig. 1C with Fig. 2A). The AD is also
absent in embryos lacking zygotic gap-gene activityhunch-
back (hb; Fig. 2B) indicating that AD expression is
mediated by thebcd target genehb (Tautz, 1988). The PD
expression is controlled by the maternal terminal organizer
system, mediated by the terminal gap-gene activitiestailless
(tll ) andhuckebein(hkb) (Weigel et al., 1990). Intll mutant
embryos, the PD is absent (Fig. 2C). Inhkbmutant embryos,
the PD extends to the posterior pole (Fig. 2D). Therefore,
PD expression is formally activated bytll activity and
repressed byhkb activity as it has been observed for
the posterior expression domain of thespalt (sal) gene
(Kühnlein et al., 1997). However,sal is not involved in
PD regulation sincesal mutant embryos exhibit a normal
PD expression (not shown).

The P-insertion linel(2)02970 fails to complement the
enhancer trap linesms(2)00331and l(2)08253 (Karpen
and Spradling, 1992) which contain P-element insertions
in the same chromosomal position. The three alleles are
semilethal in transheterozygous conditions and the corre-
sponding flies develop distally unpigmented, less branched
aristae as well as malformation of male genital structures
(not shown) as has been described by Castrillon et al. (1993)
for homozygousms(2)00331flies. The authors refer to the
targeted gene locus asken and barbie(ken). Thus, the three
P-insertion lines represent alleles of thekengene locus. The
tight association of the P-insertionl(2)02970, which can be
reverted to full viability by P-element jump-out experiments
(not shown), with the 2970-transcription unit (Fig. 1A) sug-
gests that the zinc finger protein described here represents a
kengene product. Consistent with this view is the fact that
the genitalia disc anlagen is derived from PS 14 (Ehrensper-
ger, 1983), a region that expresses the 2970-transcript.

1. Materials and methods

Methods of DNA manipulation and whole-mount in situ
hybridizations were performed as described (Ashburner,
1989; Sambrook et al., 1989; Tautz and Pfeifle, 1989).
The fly stocksbcdE1, hb7M48, hkb2, sal16, tll g, Df(2R)bwS46

were used in this study (Lindsley and Zimm, 1992).

Fig. 2. In situ hybridization of stage 5bcd4+ derived (A),hb7M48 (B), tll g (C) andhkb2 (D) embryos using 2970-cDNA.

Fig. 1. (A) Molecular organization of thel(2)02970 P-element associated gene. The isolated cosmid clones (Hoheisel et al., 1991), the P-element
localization, the composite cDNA with the open reading frame (blue) and the putative protein sequence is shown; the zinc fingers are indicated in red;
cDNA and protein sequence information is available under accession no. AJ012576. In situ hybridization of whole-mount early (B) and late (C,D) stage5,
stage 9 (E) and stage 16 (F,G) embryos using 2970-cDNA and in additionftz-cDNA (brown; D). Note: Overstained embryo (G) reveals weak 2970-
expression in the tracheal system (arrow) and in epidermal stripes (arrowhead).
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